London's massive growth in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries took place mainly because of two developments which encouraged migration: first, the centralization in London of the nation's political and economic life … and secondly, upheavals in the provincial economies, including … agrarian changes and urban crises… . 3 When the Crown and its Court took up permanent residence at Westminster it contributed greatly to the metropolitanization of London. There was a 'huge increase in legal business' in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries which, along with parliamentary meetings, and the vastly expanded land market, brought large numbers of the aristocracy to London; 'a minimum of 750 upperclass young men were coming each year to be apprenticed and to frequent the Inns of Court'. 4 But not everyone who arrived in early modern London was so well-heeled, yet 'almost everyone was a migrant'.
5 Some were foreign, or 'alien', workers (Flemish, Irish, French Huguenots, and so on) who, like many home-grown 'prentices, were seeking better rates for their labour; some came hopefully, with few shillings, not just to visit the queen but to make their fortune; a number were demobbed servicemen (soldiers and sailors from the state's excursions abroad); but the vast majority were ordinary workers turfed off the land by Acts of Enclosure and unscrupulous landlords. My point here is that the vast majority of 1 London Dispossessed those who made London were in some way dispossessed from their livelihood and/or their family, but always from the society and culture which had provided them with their identity. But the milieu in which they were to find new lives and identities was far from stable and, as we shall see, their arrival created the very dynamic conditions of that instability. All these demographic factors, and their multi-faceted effects, had an enormous impact on making London and underpin almost everything in this book.
In Henry VIII's day, if you had the means, the easiest way to get from the City of London to Westminster was by boat along the river Thames. By the Elizabethan period, the Strand was becoming a much more viable highway. Many fancy houses sprang up along this thoroughfare, marking the incursions which the aristocracy were making upon London's geographic and social landscape. Nearing the city's western Liberties, the Strand took you to the Inns of Court adjacent to Fleet Street, named after the Fleet River which ran into the Thames at this point. At the boggy mouth of the Fleet was one of the sprawling shanty towns in which many of London's less fortunate immigrants had to live. The smell of urban poverty must have wafted up the nose of many a lawyer at this time. Still, a quick step through Ludgate and you were in the City of London proper, and right in front of you was its famous landmark, that which could be seen for miles around, St Paul's Cathedral. By the early seventeenth century, the ever-growing links and tensions between Court and City had become embedded in urban topography, and the new city types, like the gallant, the 'prentice, the vagrant, occupied London's new and intermediate spaces.
6 From the bookstalls around St Paul's, via Bridewell (once the Savoy Palace, now a place of punishment), to the fashion shops in Piccadilly, the latest places appeared to characterize life in early modern London. Highways into London (and all roads, it seems, led to London) brought large numbers every day; those evicted or impoverished seeking employment; those seeking office and political connections at Court, in law or administration; and those seeking entertainment or a new life and place in the city. But the growth and significance of London was more than the tale of two cities (City and Westminster) and the space in between. Located at the southern threshold of London Bridge was Southwark, a place which gathered many of those who came, willingly or otherwise, from Kent, Surrey, and Sussex. Southwark boasted the oldest and newest attractions of the city; its theatres and the brothels.
